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I wonder whether all the interests of the world and its
affairs seem during this time very far away from you. I
remember when I was ill I was very keen to get to books,
but found newspapers seemed unimportant and dull* I
don't mean in the least on religious grounds, for it wasn't
religious books that I wanted to read, but I didn't find
anything fine or big enough in newspapers. On the other
hand I remember being surprised to hear that Arthur
Lyttelton during his illness and right up to the end was
immensely interested in newspapers, which was curious I
thought—both because he was in a way a saint and always
a man with a fastidiously fine sense of quality in literature.
I suppose he was just too weak for stronger food*
Good-bye, dear Wilfrid. Let us think of each other,
and more than think.
Yours ever,
john bailey.
To W. W. Vaughan	Old Mar&1 Holtyc,
Cotuden, Kent
August 24,1916
my dear will,
I got back here yesterday from Wramplingham. They
are wonderfully brave and to my astonishment quite well.2
I think that thdy are uplifted by their pride in Ms gallant
death and by all the letters they receive about him. Two
from Winton3 gave them particular pleasure and three
from his Colonel and Captain.and from boys who knew
him well at Eton. All speak of what is true—a very fine
character of a simple kind, one which had a good influence
everywhere—" a quietly noble life " someone wrote. And
then the burst of sympathy with them from so many
people has been a comfort and support. What I dread is
i A small house in Kent which we took for the summer holidays.
s This letter refers to the death of Arthur and Helen Bailey's only child,
Anthony Yorke Bailey. He joined the K.R.R. on leaving Eton, and was
killed in action on the Somme at the end of July, 1916*
a Bishop Talbot of Winchester,

